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3 September 2020

Church Structure Review Update
The Church Structure Review process is looking at various model structures for the church in
Australia, and investigating ways it can adapt how it currently operates to better use both
human and financial resources for mission and in support of local churches. Last week the
1:4:1:1 model was presented, this week the 1:1:1 model will be explained.
The 1:1:1 model is one union of churches conference, one school system and one aged care
system (See figure 1). The term union of churches conference is given to this particular type of
model by the General Conference. The union of churches conference is not an amalgamation of
the union and conferences as we currently know them, rather the current union and
conferences would cease to exist and a completely new entity would be created. This new entity
is something that has never been seen in Australia, but it can be found in various regions around
the world. As of December 31, 2018, there were a total of 11 Union of Churches Conferences
around the world. Here is a breakdown of how many types of unions and conferences/missions
there are in the Seventh‐day Adventist world‐wide church.

Divisions
Union Conferences
Union Missions
Union of Churches Conferences
Union of Churches Missions
Local Conferences
Local Missions

13
63
58
11
5
405
293

Summary of Statistics as of December 31, 2018

The union of churches conference would primarily focus on enhancing the resourcing of local
churches in all areas. The essential premise would be to consolidate the focus on effectively
distributing resources for ministry and mission across the country while keeping a very clear
focus on compliance and risk, as well as corporate governance for all of Australia. This model
shows a flattened structure, having one administration team, which would be represented in a
distributed manner through a few dedicated ‘professional services hubs’ at various locations
around the country. This would mean that there would be less duplication which in turn
increases efficiency, allowing extra resources to be placed in local churches and in opening new
areas of mission around the country both demographically and geographically, in country and
urban areas.
Since Australia is so large geographically, local districts and areas would be created to assist with
ensuring local oversight, knowledge and representation as well as ensuring the distribution of
resources and support to local churches. We will be explaining more on local districts and areas
in upcoming weeks.
The 1:1:1 model proposes a single school system and a single aged care system, allowing for
unity and efficiency in these ministries. Managers of these systems, such as school principals,
aged care site mangers and ADRA project managers will be aligned with the local districts in
which they are located, allowing these ministries to be connected and aligned for mission so
that they can thrive and be as effective as they can.
The motivation of the Church Structure Review is to increase the churches focus on mission and
ministry, minimising repetition to ensure that more resources are reaching those that need it in
order to spread the Gospel. Figure 2 shows how simplified the 1:1:1 model is when compared
to the current church structure which was presented a few weeks ago.
Again, we would invite you to join our Facebook page and use it to discuss this model. Please
continue to pray for this process and pray that as a church in Australia we can be a blessing to
those around us.
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